The FUNcube Dongle
An Introduction
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Origins & Concept
FUNcube is a single CubeSat satellite project under the direction of AMSAT-UK, its goal
- to enthuse and educate young people in the disciplines of radio, space, physics and
electronics and support the educational Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths
(STEM) initiatives here in the UK.
FUNcube will contain a materials science experiment linked to a 145MHz telemetry
beacon. This will allow the target audience of primary and secondary school pupils the
opportunity to receive, decode and compare the telemetry data with results they obtain
from similar reference experiments in the classroom. As an additional resource FUNcube
will feature a 435MHz to 145MHz, 500mW Linear Transponder for SSB/CW operation,
this will be active when educational commitments permit.

To provide the students with a simple and inexpensive means of receiving the telemetry
signals enter - the FUNcube Dongle (FCD for short). The FCD is designed to connect
directly between the antenna feed and PC and, by the use of appropriate software, enable
the display and dissemination of the received telemetry.
Further details of the FUNcube Project can be found at: http://funcube.org.uk/
But of course the potential of the FCD does not end there…

Description
Similar to a USB TV Dongle, the FUNcube Dongle simply connects to the computer’s
USB port and appears as a “USB Audio Device”. It works with Windows XP, Vista and
Windows 7 (32 & 64bit). In addition, it is compatible with Linux* and MacOS* as it
uses standard USB drivers already integrated into the operating system.

Whilst conceived as the “ground segment” of the FUNcube satellite project, the FCD is
actually a fully integrated, wide band, high performance Software Defined Receiver
(SDR) and as such has a far greater potential. In view of this there are two versions, the
Base (or entry) and Pro. The entry level FCD is targeted at educational outreach and
gives access to the satellite frequency band used by FUNcube and some other satellites,
the Pro version covers 64MHz to 1,700MHz (there is a small gap between 1100MHZ &
1270MHz due to limitations within the tuner chip). Externally they are physically
identical.
The FCD is capable of all-mode operation limited only by the application program
running on the host computer. Similarly for data reception, as long as a data demodulator
application exists that understands a standard stereo soundcard configured for quadrature,
(I/Q) input, that too will work. As long as the signal fits within an 80KHz bandwidth, the
FCD is capable of receiving it.
Many of the existing SDR applications, e.g. WRPlus, Spectravue, Rocky, LinRad, etc.,
may be used with the FCD to display and demodulate signals. Full control of the FCD
from these packages may not be possible at this time however the library of links to
enable this is constantly expanding.
The FCD has an ‘onboard’ microcontroller to store and run the Firmware which manages
its internal functionality and interface with the controlling PC. This Firmware can be
upgraded as improvements are made.
* Applications under development.

Hardware

The FCD consists of an upper and lower plastic case and printed circuit board (PCB)
carrying all the components. The RF connector (SMA socket) can be seen at the left of
the PCB and the USB (Type A) connector at the right. The overall dimensions of the unit
when assembled, including the RF and USB connectors, are approximately 86mm x
23mm x 14mm. The PCB layout may differ slightly and there are a few components on
the underside of the PCB.
Identifying the main components - immediately to the rear of the RF connector and
nearest to the lower edge of the PCB is the Low Noise Amplifier (LNA), a BGA2717.
To the right of the LNA are three larger square components. The first of these is an
E4000 Silicon tuner, the second is a TLV320AIC3104 Audio Codec and the third a
24FJ32GB002 16bit Microcontroller. How they interconnect is shown below.

The LNA is not shown but is between the antenna and input to the Silicon tuner. The
tuner has its own internal LNA but the addition of the external device improves overall
sensitivity and noise figure.

Hardware cont…
In common with many such devices detailed technical information of the E4000 Silicon
tuner is the subject of a non disclosure agreement between the manufacturer and systems
integrator however the following diagram gives some indication of its internal structure.

The FCD’s application software allows the selection of various parameters associated
with each stage allowing the optimum operating points to be set.
Although it can not be seen in the photo on the previous page, there is a BAV99
bidirectional diode across the FCD input for ESD protection and a high pass filter (HPF)
before the first LNA to attenuate strong signals below the minimum operating frequency.
A few notes:
The FCD is a USB V1.1 device running at full speed (12Mbps).
Frequency coverage – 64MHz to 1700MHz (with gap as mentioned above) although
operation above and below these limits is possible. Tests have shown a useable range
extending down to 52MHz and slightly beyond 2GHz.
The reference oscillator is 24.576MHz, this is used throughout the device.
There is no 10MHz reference available.
Bandwidth - 96kHz is the quadrature sampling rate. Once the ADC’s decimation filter
skirts have been taken into account, you have about 80KHz.
Internal signal path is differential to maintain SNR.
Sensitivity - Each unit is tested for 0.15uV for 12dB SINAD NBFM at 145MHz and
435MHz.
The Base model is not field upgradeable to the Pro.
Firmware is user upgradeable on both versions but not interchangeable.

Firmware
Internally, the FCD is controlled by its own microcontroller and operating system known
as Firmware. The Firmware is stored within the microcontroller which uses it to interpret
and execute all incoming commands from the PC and to format all outgoing data. The
Firmware is permanently retained when the FCD is left unpowered (there is no backup
battery to replace) and may be updated by the user when new versions are released.
These new releases can be downloaded from the “Downloads” page on the FCD website
where a guide to the upgrade process is also available.
See: http://www.funcubedongle.com/
NOTE:
It is strongly recommended that the user tests their FCD with the installed Firmware and
simple Front end / SDR application before moving on to more advanced operation.
(See Application Software & First Use)
When delivered, the FCD may not have the latest version of Firmware installed. However
the version installed will be one which is considered stable and with which the FCD has
been fully tested prior to despatch.
As of February 2011, all production FCDs have been shipped with firmware release 18b
which has been in existence since October 2010. This has been through months of
proving both before and after production release. There have been further firmware
releases since then, all of which are designed to be backwards compatible so installing
them should not break anything you were doing previously.
The newer firmware updates have been made available to provide a much more
comprehensive Application Programming Interface (API) for third party developers, so
please refer to any release notes / prerequisites for the host software. And would all
developers please ensure that such prerequisites are displayed.

Application Software & First Use
Perhaps first a note of caution to those new to software defined receiver applications or
those with experience of the high end systems such as Flexradio, Perseus, Winradio, etc.
Although the FCD is fully compatible with any of the SDR applications for demodulation
purposes, full control of its features from within these applications is not currently
possible (February 2011). Undoubtedly this will change over time but at present it is
necessary to use a link such as ExtIO written by G0MJW or Front End software
specifically written for the FCD.
The suggested starting point for new users is to download the following files:
From the FCD website - http://www.funcubedongle.com/?page_id=313
“Windows fully functional front end” - (Filename: FCHid003.zip)
“Setting up Spectravue with the FUNcube Dongle” - (SpectravueConfigurationForFCD.pdf)
From Moetronix website - http://www.moetronix.com/svdownload.htm
“SpectraVue Program Full Install” - (Filename: spectravueinstall.zip)
These few files and the steps shown below will allow testing of the FCD and provide
confidence it is working correctly.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Install Spectravue.
Extract FCHid.exe from FCHid003.zip
Connect the FCD to the PC
Run FCHid
Run Spectravue
Configure Spectravue as described in the guide.

With no antenna connected, using Spectravue and pressing the “Defaults” button on the
FCD controller software, a noise floor of around -100dB should be seen. Pressing the
“Defaults” button is usually the right thing to do when you first plug in the FCD or
launch the application as it sets the gains on the device to some sensible settings.
Connecting an antenna may raise the noise floor considerably depending upon your local
environment. It is suggested you initially tune the FCD to a known local station, of
moderate strength, to familiarise yourself with its operation. It may be helpful to set the
Mixer gain to 4dB and reduce the LNA gain to offset the effects of other strong local
signals.
Hopefully you will now have a working system and an insight into operation of the FCD.
Try experimenting with the various parameters, no harm can be done and a click on the
“Defaults” button will return the original settings.

Firmware Update
Having tested the FCD, now is a good time to update the Firmware. All the files needed
are on the FCD website and are listed below.
“Firmware Update Guide” - (Filename: FCDFirmwareUpdateGuide.pdf)
“Boot loader with source code” - (File name: FCHIDBL001.zip)
“Firmware v18f (New!)” or later.
The FCHIDBL001.zip file contains a number of files however, as a user, the only one
you need is “FCHIDBL.exe”.
The guide contains all the information you need to complete the upgrade.
To go with the new Firmware there is an enhanced version of the FCD Front end
application. Download this and use it in place of the original:
“Windows fully functional front end with source (needs firmware 18f or above)”
(Filename: FCHID0006.zip)
The zip file contains a number of files but the only one you need is “FCHid.exe”.

The upgraded Firmware allows full use of the latest ExtIO software from G0MJW. This
is used with WRPlus and with DK3WN’s Satcontrol application. Guides for these
configurations are on the FCD website and the ExtIO and Satcontrol software can be
downloaded from the “Files Section” of the FCD Yahoo Group:
http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/funcube/
Here too you will find useful information, be able to review the experiences of other
users and be able to ask questions of your own.

So What Next?
As with any project of this nature the hardware, firmware and application software
continue to evolve and improve. Much of this improvement is driven by the experiences
of users and the applications they find for the device.
Currently (Feb 2011) work is in progress to identify a suitable filter or filter / preamp
combination to enhance reception of signals within the 2m band. This is necessary
because of the wide band reception capabilities of the FCD and the effects of the very
strong commercial signals immediately above and below 2m. To enable the use of a
preamp powered via the RF connector a software switchable ‘phantom’ 5v supply facility
will be added to the FCD.

Bandpass filter – No preamp.

Bandpass filter – With preamp.
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Data on the 24FJ32GB002 Microcontroller is available here:
http://www.microchip.com/wwwproducts/Devices.aspx?dDocName=en536120
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